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THE DREAM

The story of Great Pond Mountain Conservation Trust’s founding is one of potlucks and
personalities and paperwork, yes, but predominantly it’s a love story. It’s a story of a group
of people who loved a place so much that they willingly worked long years to conserve it
and in the end were successful.

South from the summit to Penobscot Bay and the Camden Hills

The love story started with Dr. Stuart M. Gross, 84, who told a crowd gathered at the
Ellsworth Unitarian Church in March of 1993 that though he’d seen the Andes, the
Himalayas and the Grand Canyon, Great Pond Mountain and the surrounding woodlands
remained his favorite place on earth. And now, after 20 years of talk and intermittent
unsuccessful effort, he and his friend, Rev. Charles Brown, had decided the time had come
to take concerted action to conserve this place in perpetuity. This coastal mountain, with its
panoramic views of the coast from Mt. Desert Island to the Camden Hills, its streams and
forested slopes, home to many bird and animal species and varieties of trees and flowers,
leading down to the Diamond Match Road on the east and the Dead River on the west ---
this coastal mountain was beloved, and potentially imperiled. Given rumors of the Diamond
Match Company’s coming divestment and plans to subdivide the Dead River shore into
hundreds of house lots, the need was urgent and the time was ripe.

“More than two dozen people, representing themselves, Maine Coast Heritage Trust, the
Castine Conservation Trust, Maine Audubon Society, Craig Brook National Fish Hatchery
and several town boards,” gathered that day to discuss preserving Great Pond Mountain
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from development, The Enterprise newspaper of Bucksport reported. It was the beginning
of a movement.

Within two months, the “Great Pond Mountain Association” had coalesced. Behind the
scenes, with mentoring and advice from Castine Conservation Trust’s Don Blomquist, Paul
Cyr and Sherm Perkins (who designed our earliest logo), volunteers began laying plans for
a new organization, complete with by-laws, membership and a board.

Geo Atwood, an early member and attendee at that very first meeting, recalls that he joined
because saving the mountain—which he’d often hiked with his kids—was a good cause;
equally important, the new organization looked like fun. “Otherwise,” he confessed, “I
wouldn’t have gotten involved.”

By September 1993, we were incorporated as Great Pond Mountain Conservation Trust,
hosting our first hikes and planning a fundraiser - a benefit dance on October 2 with the
Blue Hill Big Band at the Penobscot School.

Stuart Gross and Linda Best, 1993

The fledgling organization (re-named Great Pond Mountain Conservation Trust), boasting
112 members, celebrated its first anniversary Saturday, May 14, 1994 with a day-long
program. This started at 6:30 am with Birding and Breakfast on Great Pond Mountain led
by Cheri Phillips Domina; at 10 am JoAnn and Frank Browning led a canoe trip to Hothole
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Pond; and the 2 pm offering was a “meandering” Spring Wildflower Walk with Ellen Obed,
botanist and children’s book author. The group also unveiled a new brochure and “Save the
Rock” T-shirt (designed by Kris Cook).

GPMCT’s first-ever annual meeting followed in July 1994 at the Orland Town Hall, followed
by the first of many “Trades and Talents” auctions, with Tom Taylor-Lash, auctioneer. Items,
handmade by members, included a wooden jig-saw puzzle of Great Pond Mountain, a
knitted wool hat and handsome cherry spoons.

The land trust became an official nonprofit when we received tax-exempt status by
September 1994, our early purpose being, “To promote the conservation of resources
around Great Pond Mountain for the public’s benefit.”

Press coverage came from The Ellsworth American, Bangor Daily News, and especially
Bucksport’s The Enterprise. Sharon Bray and graphic designer Kris Cook helped produce
the Trust’s newsletter The MountainEar in the early days. The newsletter was started by
Linda Best, then mostly written and edited over the years by Cheri Domina, with editorial
help in some years from Colin Baker, Wayne Deri, Sandy Ives and Marcia Sly, and design
most years by Olga Lange.

Trust members worked hard in those early years to raise public awareness by staffing
booths at local events such as Orland River Day, sponsoring public talks on ecological
issues, and hosting hikes, paddles and XC ski trips. Stuart Gross networked with local land
trusts and wrote letters about the importance of land conservation in general—and Great
Pond Mountain and its surrounds in particular. He sent these letters to prominent public
figures including Maine Governor Angus King, both Maine senators, Vice President Al Gore
and even President Clinton.

In the spring of 1995, Diamond Occidental Forest Co. auctioned off its 2,500 acres in Orland,
once known as the Diamond Match Property, in the valley of Hothole Brook. Diamond had
owned it for 40 years before the company was acquired by James River Timber—which
immediately divested itself of its smaller holdings, including the one in Orland. The Trust
applied to The Land for Maine’s Future (LMF) program for funding. Sadly, the LMF grant
application was rejected and Stuart’s efforts to raise private money came to naught.

Dale Henderson of Orrington, owner of Dale Henderson Logging, Inc. and Oak Leaf Realty,
purchased the former Diamond Match Property that fall for $1.3 million, becoming Orland’s
largest landowner and adding to the 12,000 forested acres he already owned in Maine.
Thus began ten years of talks with Henderson, and a search for conservation buyers for the
land; these included both private individuals and government agencies.

As Cheri Domina reported in The MountainEar, while news of the purchase was greeted by
“a flurry of curiosity,” Henderson’s immediate posting of No ATVs, No Trespassing signs on
land historically open to hunters and hikers aroused “controversy and not a few tempers.”
Soon after, he blocked public use of the five-mile Diamond Match Road (now Valley Road)
and began improving the road for timber harvest. Members were concerned because he
had a track record of harvesting properties hard and creating subdivisions. He soon began
acquiring other properties around the Diamond Match land, ultimately accumulating about
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3,500 acres from Great Pond Mountain to Flag Hill, and from Rte. One to Bald Mountain
Road.

The Trust’s only option was to bide their time until another opportunity to acquire the land
presented itself. Meantime GPMCT’s fledgling trails committee partnered with Craig Brook
National Fish Hatchery in 1995 to open new hiking trails on the hatchery land and, with
permission of the landowner, began work on a new trail section on Great Pond Mountain.

Logging in the future Wildlands, 1998

The Trust was starting to see the need for conservation beyond Great Pond Mountain itself.
After some soul searching, 60 members at the 1996 Annual Meeting voted to expand
GPMCT’s area to “Orland, Bucksport, Dedham and other surrounding communities.”

In July 1996, members gathered at Orland Town Hall to mark the Trust’s third anniversary.
On August 4, 1996, Stuart climbed his beloved Great Pond Mountain; on August 8, having
spent the whole day working on his Hancock Pond property, he was felled by a heart attack.
Five days later, family and friends gathered to honor this remarkable man. Afterwards a
large group climbed to the summit of the mountain where, in accordance with his wishes,
they scattered his ashes across the granite ledges from which he’d so often looked down at
Hothole Valley and the Dead River which they vowed to save for the pleasure and
edification of future generations.

**************************************
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STUART GROSS, FOUNDER

“Dad had many sides to him, including adventurer, story teller, poet, carpenter and Mainer
par excellence,” Stuart’s son, David, told Sarah LeVine. “It was his passionate attachment to
his birthplace, Orland, and particularly to the town’s crown jewel, Great Pond Mountain,
that resulted in his establishing, along with a few friends, Great Pond Mountain
Conservation Trust.”

Stuart was born in 1909 and grew up on the Castine Road on property overlooking the
Orland River. The land had been in his family since 1767. Through his father, Fred Murray
Gross, and his mother, Jennie Mason Gross—whose family owned several sawmills on the
stream between Toddy Pond and Alamoosook Lake—Stuart was related to just about
everyone in Orland.

(standing) Stuart Gross, Ginny Davis, Peter Burke, Carol Bennatti,
(seated) Cheri Domina, Linda Best, GPMCT First Anniversary, May 1994

“My parents’ schedule was set in stone,” David remembered. “Labor Day through mid-May,
we lived near the campus of whichever university where my father was currently teaching;
mid-May through Labor Day, we lived in paradise on Hancock Pond. There was only one
deviation: for a short while in the late ’forties we lived in Central America, because Dad had
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become advisor on American affairs to his friend, the President of Guatemala. But in 1948
we headed north to the University of Maine at Orono where, despite (or in part because of)
his heavy Maine accent, Dad became a very popular teacher. My multilingual Mom worked
as a departmental secretary and later became a professor. For the rest of their lives, aside
from occasional trips to Europe and Asia, my parents’ year was divided between Orono and
camp, where Dad would entertain me and Larry—and in due course his
grandchildren—with loon cries which sounded so perfectly authentic that loons would
almost always respond.”

**************************

KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE

After Stuart’s death, Bill Larkin of Orland became interim board president. “Bill was always
so kind and soft-spoken,” Cheri Domina remembers. “He spent six years on the Board, and
really cared about Alamoosook Lake and the land trust. I remember him being involved in
many early adventures, and he was instrumental in our loon platform workshops too.”

Bill held the position until the 1997 annual meeting, when Colin Baker was elected the
Trust’s second president.

************************
COLIN BAKER, INSPIRATION

Colin Baker, Baker’s Island, 2012
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Colin and his three siblings spent childhood summers on Alamoosook Lake on “Baker’s”
Island, which his grandparents had bought in 1930 from a theater company. The Bakers
inherited bunk houses, outhouses and a boathouse/workshop with a panoramic view of
Great Pond Mountain. The camp had no electricity or phone, and well water was pumped
by hand. Entertainment consisted of swimming, boating, board games and—the biggest
excitement—climbing Great Pond Mountain. At the end of the 20the century, little had
changed on the island, though Colin and his wife, Elaine, preferred to summer in Castine in
a house with modern amenities.

“Dad shared Stuart Gross' vision for Great Pond Mountain, Hothole Valley and the Dead
River,” he told Sarah LeVine. “He, too, wanted that land—which by the 1990s had been
logged over at least three times—to be saved forever from development. That vision would
become reality when, in 2005, the trust acquired 4,300 acres for what is now the
Wildlands.“

***************************

STARTING SMALL

Many land trusts, including GPMCT, start out by acquiring conservation easements on
privately owned land. A conservation easement is a binding legal agreement between a
landowner and a land trust whereby the landowner donates or sells to the trust certain
development rights on their property. By allowing commercial farming and forestry, for
example, but restricting building, the owner reduces the property’s value, thereby reducing
its current tax assessment and estate taxes to be paid by his heirs at his death. This system
allows for farms, forests, wetlands, trails and special places to be protected for the benefit
of future generations, including the general public, even though the property itself remains
under private ownership. The responsibility of the trust holding the easement is to ensure
that agreed-upon restrictions are being observed.

GPMCT engaged in discussions about easements with several owners of property near the
mountain, including Dale Henderson; when none came to fruition, the Trust became
interested in projects a little further afield.

In the late 1990s, GPMCT members engaged in a number of community projects, such as
landscaping the Orland Village pump house, helping Dr. John Hunt organize a 5+ mile fall
trail run across the western slopes of Great Pond Mountain. Recent annual loon counts on
area ponds had indicated that, while a fair number of chicks were born each year, few
survived. The shortage of safe nesting sites at the water’s edge was a major concern.
Beginning in 1997, GPMCT offered several public workshops at the fish hatchery, where
people constructed floating cedar platforms for nesting loon pairs. Lakefront residents took
these platforms to Toddy, Patten Pond and Alamoosook in Orland, Hancock Pond in
Bucksport and Moulton Pond in Dedham, and some hosted loons successfully for a number
of years. The Trust also offered programs about lichens, mushrooms, owls and the
rudiments of forest management; in January members competed in a snowshoe race
through the Hatchery woods; in February they looked for animal tracks and in March 1997
they  had fun making maple syrup.
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Jane Crosen and her boat-builder husband, Richard Washburn, first met Stuart Gross
following a lecture about bald eagles at Bagaduce Hall, Penobscot. Intrigued by what they
learned from Stuart about the Trust and its goal they became members. Jane, an editor at
WoodenBoat in Brooklin, had a side career as a mapmaker using cartography skills she’d
acquired in the early ’eighties while working on Maine Atlas for DeLorme Publishing. Jane
offered to donate a hand-drawn map of Great Pond Mountain and its watershed that the
Trust could use to raise funds. The 2001 winter issue of The MountainEar announced that
Jane’s map, to be printed on T-shirts, would “cover an area about six miles square centered
on Great Pond Mountain and showing clearly such places as Alamoosook Lake, Orland
River, Hothole Pond, Craig Pond, Hell Bottom Swamp, East Orland and Toddy Pond as far as
Long Point.”

In that same 2001 issue, Jane made a heart-felt plea: “How is Great Pond Mountain different
from its cousins’ Bald Mountain and Blue Hill? Because there’s no tower on the top of it!
Great Pond Mountain is as the glaciers left it. . . . This is a very important element of its
significance – as a timeless, elemental place where you can read the signature of the
glaciers, see Katahdin to the north, and feel far removed from the impact of civilization.
With today’s use of cell phones and other devices, it seems to me that commercial interest
in any high open mountaintop is a real threat.”

Jane Crosen’s  T-shirts came in 8 colors

Over the six years of Colin’s presidency (1997-2002), GPMCT could only watch as Dale
Henderson Logging purchased and harvested not only the Diamond Match parcel, but
additional abutting parcels, totaling 3,400 acres. In 2000, Henderson finished operations in
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Hothole Valley and put his 3,400 acres there on the market. In an attempt to purchase the
property, GPMCT submitted a second Land for Maine’s Future application, but this too was
denied. By 2002, Henderson had purchased another 900 acres fronting on the Dead River
on the western slope of Great Pond Mountain, which he soon began to harvest. A kiosk
advertising the Orland land for sale appeared in Bangor International Airport.

GPMCT’s response was to brace itself and keep trying.

Holly Taylor-Lash, who joined the board soon after Stuart’s death, said “It was passion.
There was this group of people, both Mainers and people from away who wished they were
Mainers.” The second group included Holly. Raised out of state, she’d spent childhood
summers on her grandfather’s blueberry farm in Orland—a couple miles from the
Mountain—and after decades elsewhere, returned to “Gramp’s Farm” with Tom, her
husband. “What kept the group together was the conviction that this truly special place had
to be preserved. I think it’s rare to find such a diverse collection of people so united in
pursuit of, let’s face it, such a quixotic goal.”

Holly’s husband, Tom Taylor-Lash, succeeded Colin as president from 2002-2004. He and
Holly brought GPMCT to the Common Ground Fair for the first time when, in 2004, it had a
booth in the Environmental Concerns tent. That year Holly stepped up to serve as president
and in the fall newsletter she noted that at the Annual Meeting, members had “a fascinating
lecture by Paul Mayewski of the University of Maine’s Climate Change Institute, on global
warming and its man-made causes.” But while its causes (natural or man-made) were
debated, in northwest Hancock County global warming was not widely accepted as a
problem.

GPMCT saw its role begin to change in 2005, when it accepted its first conservation
easement from the Lucerne Board of Overseers on six islands in Phillips Lake, 10 acres
behind the golf course, and Sunset Ledge, a hilltop rising 854 feet above the lake. The Trust
had finally completed a project on its own, but another was swift on its heels.

*********************************

REALIZING THE DREAM

On June 30, 2005, more than twelve years after the Trust’s founding, President Holly
Taylor-Lash handed a payment for $2.4 million to Dale Henderson for the purchase of two
unconnected parcels in East Orland: 3,400 acres including the old Diamond Match property
in Hothole Valley east of the Mountain and, to its west, 900 acres featuring nearly two miles
of frontage on the Dead River. Henderson had already placed street signs on miles of new
gravel roads up the flanks of Flying Moose and Mead Mountains and Oak and Flag Hills
when, almost overnight, he decided to sell rather than develop the land and offered the
Trust all 4,300 acres.

In this way, GPMCT secured the permanent protection of what at the time was the largest
land tract in Maine outside the North Woods. This momentous transaction was possible
through the great generosity of Bob and Colin Baker and family, the expert negotiation of
Mark DesMeules (the Damariscotta River Association), the advice and legal assistance of
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attorney Fred Stocking, and the tireless behind-the-scenes communication and project
coordination of Cheri Domina.

Great Pond Mountain from cut-over Hothole Valley, 2005

Having saved a large, varied and beautiful piece of land from development, the Trust was
faced with managing what was now named The Wildlands. As a major landowner whose
mission was the protection of wildlife habitat and water quality, and the provision of
ecological education and low-impact recreation experiences to the public, the Trust had
many decisions to make.  Top of its urgent to-do list was “get help.”

That fall, the Trust hired Marcia Gronewald Sly as Campaign Coordinator. An Opera singer
and voice teacher on the faculty of UMO, she had development experience in San Francisco
and Maine, where she’d recently moved with her husband, Peter Sly of Brooklin. She would
be working with fundraising counsel, Gary Friedmann, Colin Baker and Kent Price of
Orland, formerly a University of Maine administrator and, newly elected president of
GPMCT. Cheri Domina, who had been variously the Trust’s secretary, newsletter editor and
project coordinator, was hired next as part-time Administrative Director, a title that soon
morphed into Executive Director

*********************************
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CHERI PHILLIPS DOMINA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Raised in a Detroit suburb, Cheri Domina spent little time in the countryside as a child. “But
back in the ’seventies,” she says, “a suburban childhood could be pretty wild…” Everyone in
my family worked in the automobile industry and nobody was much interested in the
natural world. Yet even back then I knew I was.”

After a degree in Wildlife Biology at Unity College in Maine and several naturalist jobs, she
obtained a Master’s in Environmental Studies from Antioch New England Graduate School
in Keene, NH, where she met her future husband, Chris Domina. They moved back to Maine
in 1992 when he got a job with the US Fish & Wildlife Service.

Soon after her arrival, she met Stuart Gross, got involved in his nascent organization and in
short order became Board secretary. Living on National Fish Hatchery property in a house
overlooking Alamoosook Lake with Great Pond Mountain rising behind it, she organized
meetings and events, set agendas, wrote copious minutes, produced newsletters and
worked on the 501(c) 3 application for non-profit status.

“I served on the board as secretary for several years, and Linda Best and I were the Events
Committee,” she recalls. “We were quite a pair. Linda would think of a big idea—like a
Geology Walk or a Big Band Swing Dance —and then we’d work to make it happen on a
GPMCT scale. Sometimes I’d lead a bird walk or night hike, and often we’d recruit a local
volunteer or UMO professor to lecture or head a workshop.”

Wanting to learn all she could about running a land trust, Cheri traveled every year to the
Maine Land Trust Conference. “In the early years a number of us went,” she says, “and one
year we got a shout-out for sending the most volunteers of any land trust!” Her eagerly
acquired knowledge paid off, and the Trust began contracting her to manage, in her spare
time, various projects from securing easements to writing applications to Land for Maine’s
Future for funds to purchase the Wildlands.

During GPMCT’s early landless years, Cheri had done community outreach for US Fish &
Wildlife (USFWS) at Craig Brook National Fish Hatchery and reporting for Bucksport’s
newspaper, The Enterprise. These connections had brought benefits for the Trust including
space for events at the fish hatchery, and press in The Enterprise; and after her position at
the hatchery fell victim to funding cuts and she went to work at WERU-FM, GPMCT got a
connection with community radio as well.

Then came 2005, and the Wildlands purchase. “After spending ten years building a
relationship with Dale Henderson, shopping the property to several conservation buyers
including the US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS), working on three LMF applications, and
all those late-night board meetings,” says Cheri, “finally delivering that check at the
Wildlands closing was one of the highlights of my life.”

Caring for Great Pond Mountain Conservation Trust had become her calling, and when they
found themselves in need of a Director, Cheri slid right into the position and stayed for 12
years, negotiating the purchase of Great Pond Mountain’s summit, and guiding the Trust
through two capital campaigns totaling $3.6 million, two strategic plans and, in 2014,
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accreditation with the Land Trust Alliance. While serving nine years on the Maine Land
Trust Network, Cheri also helped GPMCT build collaborations with state and federal
agencies, nonprofits and businesses, and launched the partnership with Downeast
Audubon to create the Explore Outdoors! Program in 2017.

Cheri + Erratic

“It was the longest I’ve ever been at one job,” she says. “I made lifelong friends, learned so
much about myself and others, and got to buy a mountain. I learned that a small group of
dedicated people can do anything they put their mind to. I wouldn’t trade the experience
for the world!”

***************************************

Tied to first place on the Trust’s urgent to-do list was raising money to repay the loan that
in part had covered the purchase and to provide additional funds to support the
management and stewardship of the property. Following their first Strategic Goals retreat
in January 2006, the Trust set about developing a natural resource inventory and a forest
management plan. A new Land Management Committee established subcommittees
including a Paths Committee to mark new trails and parking areas, put up signs and recruit
volunteers prepared to invest “sweat equity” in maintenance.

*************************
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DAVID GROSS, PRESIDENT

A youthful David Gross at camp on Hancock Pond, Bucksport

Early on, David had been invited to join the GPMCT Board but had demurred because, apart
from a couple of months at camp on Hancock Pond each summer, he was living in Norman,
Oklahoma where he taught at the state university. In 2004, however, soon after moving back
to Maine, he did join the Board. At that point, GPMCT was still a small, entirely volunteer
organization—but with the Wildlands deal clinched, the group leapt into high fund-raising
gear. Within a year of joining the board, David was elected to succeed Kent Price as
president.

In 2011, as he stepped down after serving two terms, he confessed, “At first I was aghast at
the prospect. Being a board member or even vice president was one thing, but being
president during a major capital campaign?”

He’d never been president of anything and hadn’t much experience running meetings. Yet
now he was being asked to head a $1.8 million dollar fundraising campaign!

“Terror was my first reaction, but then came my second: For about as long as I could
remember, my dad’s dream had been to protect in perpetuity the land surrounding Great
Pond Mountain. And having spent most every summer of my life just up the road on
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Hancock Pond—at the camp Dad and Mom built themselves on land Dad bought before I
was born, which my brother, Larry, and I now own—having climbed the mountain and
looked down from the summit on glorious Hothole Valley countless times, I realized that
making sure the area was protected was not only my legacy from Dad, but my own personal
goal as well. Furthermore, I had the distinct feeling that my becoming president was what
Dad would have wanted.”

While fundraising per se scared David, he knew something about public speaking. In the
belief that I knew a bit about how to engage people and generate excitement, I agreed to be
president of GPMCT.”

**********************************

GPMCT’S MISSION
Conserving land, water and wildlife habitat for the

communities of northwest Hancock County.
Protecting abundant wildlife habitat and biodiversity,

water quality, rural character and scenic beauty, working
forests and farms.

Promoting outdoor recreation and education.

STRUCTURING THE MISSION

Next order of business was to establish what in the Great Pond Mountain Wildlands’
wetlands and cut-over upland forests merited fostering. GPMCT hired Alison Dibble and
Cathy Rees, of DBA Stewards, LLC, to prepare a Natural Resources Inventory in late 2006.
Dibble, Rees, an avian ecologist, an archeologist and many volunteers reported finding 79
species of birds, including bald eagle, woodcock and whippoorwill; 14 vegetation
communities; and 286 species of plants, including the rare smooth sandwort and
three-toothed cinquefoil. Ten species of non-native plants required removal/control too.
The gravel logging road network presented another serious problem: snow melt and heavy
rainstorms swept soil and gravel from roads into culverts and streams, destroying brook
trout habitat. While Dibble and Rees believed that sustainable forestry could be conducted
below 400 ft. elevation and outside of stream and wetland buffers, they strongly suggested
that watershed and forest restoration should be the two main management priorities. They
also recommended that the property include an “unpeopled” core: an area where
protection of wildlife habitat would be the only use—no trails, no visitor access, no timber
harvest. In later years, their plan would repeatedly prove its value.

The Wildlands included more than 3,000 forested acres, and yet, aside from streamside
buffer zones, the only tall trees still standing were of poor quality or had been damaged in
earlier harvests. How could this radically cut-over forest be brought back to health to
provide habitat for a diversity of flora and fauna and, in the longer run, earn the Trust
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income from the sale of forest products? This was the question put to the Wildlands first
forester, Jake Maier. In the 2007 Wildlands Forest Management Plan, he laid out his ideas,
and GPMCT embarked on a program of thinning the burgeoning stands of overcrowded
saplings and improving forest health and wildlife habitat.

Because it was a not-for-profit organization, the Trust was legally exempt from paying
property taxes; however, as the Wildlands constituted 20% of the Town of Orland, claiming
full tax-exemption would be deeply unpopular with the town’s residents. Luckily, forest
management provided a compromise: the Trust would commit to paying property taxes to
Orland but, through the Tree Growth program, would do so at a substantially lower tax rate.

The plan was for volunteers to provide much of the labor.

Young people from Kids Peace, New England, a residential center in Ellsworth, also
contributed significant sweat equity. Hans Krichels, Wildlands neighbor and KidsPeace
Program Coordinator, introduced KidsPeace to Forester Jake Maier and the Wildlands. He
wrote in The MountainEar, “Most of these kids come from dysfunctional homes, yet all of
them have relatives… deeply rooted in Maine forest traditions. Working in the
Wildlands—a troubled ecosystem in its own way—seemed like a winning situation for kids,
forest and all adults involved. Beginning in January 2007 and in the weeks, months and
many years that followed, from six to ten teenage boys and girls would arrive on Tuesday
afternoons to thin the woods, flag potholes in the roadways, manufacture and install
birdhouses, open up ‘mast’ trees (whose fruit such as acorns, beechnuts, chestnuts are food
for animals), remove invasive species and manage beaver dams.” Their work done, they’d
enjoy a cookout.

Heavier work like thinning crowded stands of saplings would require professional
woodsmen and machinery—such as loggers Wyatt and Seth Astbury of Orland—and be
financed through cost-sharing contracts with the US Department of Agriculture’s Natural
Resources Conservation Service.

Providing ecological education and low-impact recreation for the public was also on the
Trust’s to-do list. Having removed decade-old No Trespassing signs, the Paths Committee
and their crew of volunteers spent hundreds of hours over the next couple years blazing,
making, and signing footpaths and trails, some of which had existed for decades but had
been erased by logging. Joy Beth Lufty, the first chair, invited Jane Crosen and Richard
Washburn to join the committee, along with Scott Bennett of Bucksport, an avid hiker
whose experience as a trip leader with MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) had spurred
his interest in trail work; Olga Lange of Brooksville, Jane’s colleague at WoodenBoat; Carol
Bennatti, a science teacher at George Stevens Academy, who lived on the Bald Mountain
Road near the Wildlands’ north gate; and Jennifer Riefler, head science teacher at MDI High
School and longtime resident of Verona Island. A number of volunteers got their ecological
education by helping the core committee build and maintain the Wildlands’ network of
trails. They included Geo Atwood, George Hunt, Dick Hale, Matt Murphy, Dave Doherty,
Gloria Howard, Fern Stearns, Carolyn Yoder, Sarah LeVine and Karen Cote, with occasional
consultation from Pete Colman, a veteran of Acadia’s trail crew.
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After a rigorous morning’s work in the Wildlands, pizza is the reward

Jane remembered, “We started by forming a focus group to come up with a plan of how to
proceed… and that’s the plan we adopted. Under the leadership of Scott, who succeeded
Joy Beth as chair, we followed a clearly defined and thoroughly democratic process: we’d do
multiple scoutings, followed by multiple flaggings, followed by multiple tweakings. We had
great fun planning what we called paths for hikers, whereas mixed-use trails (mainly gravel
roads) were for horses and bikes. Then came criteria for naming what we’d made. Thus,
two of our paths with geological interest became Esker and Drumlin Paths; a footpath
leading through the woods, up a steep slope and round and over boulders became Bump
Hill; another footpath across the upper slopes of Flag Hill became Birches Path. We decided
that—with the exceptions of the trail up Great Pond Mountain, named for founder Stuart
Gross, Baker Brook, named for the family who had made purchase of the Wildlands
possible, Mushrall Meadow, named for the Wildlands’ first ranger, and Domina Brook,
named for Cheri, our first Executive Director—no path or natural feature should be named
for a human being.”

*****************************

JENNIFER RIEFLER,  SUPER VOLUNTEER

Jennifer first became involved with Trust in the 1990s, helping Cheri man the GPMCT booth
at the Bucksport Bay Festival and make trails through National Fish Hatchery property. By
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assisting Dr. John Hunt with the annual trail race up the western flank of Great Pond
Mountain and, as Scout troop leader, organizing a race for Bucksport Boy Scouts along the
Dead River Road, she’d become familiar with the property that would eventually become
the Wildlands when much of it was still densely forested. However, it was only after the
Trust acquired the Wildlands in 2005 (and her sons Terry and Eric went off to college) that
she had time to get really involved.

She began by exploring every corner of the new property, learning its geology, flora and
fauna, checking out bears’ dens, beaver dams and culverts—in short, getting to know the
property better than the palm of her own hand.  She also joined the Paths Committee.

Jennifer recalls, “After recovering forest paths and trails largely obliterated by recent
logging, formally mapping them and marking them with blue tin diamonds, we moved on to
making trails from scratch through dense stands of beech, birch and maple saplings. Since
all the ‘recovered’ paths were at some considerable distance from the north and south
gates, Jake Maier had the excellent idea of making one that started near the south gate and
paralleled the Valley Road, so that visitors wouldn’t need to hike for miles on gravel to reach
a forested trail. The Esker Path, which we re-routed innumerable times before we were
satisfied, was the first of about a dozen footpaths we made through the regenerating forest
over the next ten years.”

Jennifer and her best-ever brush pile

Jennifer, a high school science teacher, who years before had received a Masters in Forestry
from the University of Maine, finally got to manage a forest when, as chair of the new
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Stewardship committee, she found herself, as a volunteer, tasked with maintaining the
Wildlands.

************************

DEBT FREE!!

By midsummer 2007, the Wildlands Campaign was within 2% of its goal. The Town of
Orland, Bucksport Chamber of Commerce, six foundations, a grant of $346,000 from Land
for Maine’s Future, two challenge grants from a local family, a bequest of $200,000 and 450
individual donors had made it possible to pay off the loan six months ahead of deadline. To
celebrate the success of the Campaign, 200 people gathered under a large white tent in
Great Meadow in the late afternoon of July 14. After the feast came a ceremony to honor the
people who’d volunteered their time, energy and money to bring the Wildands
project—begun fourteen years earlier as a gleam in Stuart Gross’s eye—to fruition. Ted Van
Leer and his wife, Sue, of Alamoosook, were among those honored.

*********************

TED & SUE VAN LEER, DEVOTED SUPPORTERS

“We first learned about Orland and its lakes in the sixties from friends in New Jersey, where
we were living at the time,” Ted Van Leer explains “After renting on Toddy Pond for a couple
of summers, we bought a camp on the western shore of Alamoosook facing Great Pond
Mountain. Dating from 1904, it was the oldest house on the lake. When we came in 1966,
there were many fewer camps—only about 30, many of them cottages owned by people
who worked for the Bucksport paper mill. These days, there are more than 60.”

The first wakeup call came in the early nineties when a Boston developer bought a big
stretch along the western shore of the Dead River. “Rumor had it he was planning to build
750 houses on the property,” says Ted. “Alamoosook folks were up in arms, but luckily there
was a downturn in the economy, the guy gave up on that idea and moved on.

“Next thing, Stuart Gross and Cheri Domina heard the Diamond Match Company was selling
4,000+ acres around Great Pond Mountain. They tried to rally their friends to buy the
property but lost out to Dale Henderson… We never actually met Stuart…”

Sue adds, “We did join GPMCT, though not till after Stuart’s death and, truth to tell, we
viewed it as a kind of hiking club.”
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Sue & Ted

“Sure, we were interested in saving the mountain and its surroundings from development,”
Ted interjects, “but at that point, to me the more pressing concern was keeping Alamoosook
Lake from being overrun by Hatchery effluents, so I took Secchi disk training with my
neighbor, Ralph Jewett, principal of Bucksport High School, and we’d go out in a boat to
measure water quality and have a good time.”

“Our sister and brother-in-law, Alice and David Durbin, who lived across the lake on the
Hatchery Road, were much more involved with GPMCT than we were,” says Sue. “The fact is,
Ted and I only got really involved in 2005 when Henderson decided to sell his cut-over
acreage. Then Ted plunged into fundraising with Colin, whom we’d known forever because
his parents were our good friends.”

**********************************

THE DREAM: STAGE TWO

Now GPMCT owned two large tracts of land: 3,400 acres in Hothole Valley and on surrounding
hills, and 900 acres on Great Pond Mountain’s western slopes stretching down to the Dead
River… But the granite ledges lying between the two properties didn’t belong to us.

In his Summer 2008 President’s Report, David Gross acknowledged members’ hopes that
the Trust would someday acquire the ledges at the summit of the mountain, thereby
connecting the two Wildlands parcels. “We look forward to the time,” he wrote, “when our
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beautiful Wildlands will stretch from the shore of Dead River, up over Great Pond Mountain
and across Hothole Valley to the summits of Flying Moose Mountain, Oak Hill and Flag Hill.”
In the meantime, he added, working with Deb Chapman of the Maine Land Trust Network,
the Trust had developed a five-year Strategic plan focusing on organization and governance,
structures, and procedures.

“Such work is not glamorous but vitally important for immediate and long-term success.”

That year GPMCT hired Jake Maier as Land Steward and Forester, and with the help of
KidsPeace and the American Chestnut Foundation’s Maine Chapter, the first American
chestnuts were planted throughout the Wildlands. Using funds from the National Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) and Trout Unlimited, the Trust re-claimed part of a Wildlands
gravel pit and built a new bridge on Mead Mountain Trail; the Hothole Brook Bridge was
completed soon afterwards.

GPMCT also accepted its second conservation easement from Robert and Irmgard Linscott
who donated an easement on a 73-acre property south of Rocky Pond and north of Rte. 1 in
East Orland. A complex of vernal pools made the property special.

Since engaging the public was also vitally important, staff, committee members and
volunteers continued organizing a year-round program of informative and entertaining
events, among them snowshoe and trail runs, a winter tracking survey, a Christmas Tree
sale, lectures on geology, ferns and moths, a chainsaw safety workshop, hikes, full moon
paddles and, last, but not least, a live concert at The Alamo Theatre in Bucksport.
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Funds raised during the Wildlands Campaign, combined with private foundation money,
had set GPMCT off to a good start. Following completion of the Campaign, Marcia Sly stayed
on to help identify sources of funding for managing the property and to prepare grant
proposals. In the spring of 2008, as the stock market crashed, ushering in the Great
Recession, she suggested to her friend, Emily Fuller Hawkins, that Emily join the Board of
Directors and accept the position of treasurer.

******************************************

EMILY FULLER HAWKINS,
TREASURER, PRESIDENT, TREASURER

Born and raised on a farm in York, Maine, Emily was a 30-year resident of Deer Isle, where she
lived with her husband, David. Had times been normal, she would have been tasked with moving
the Trust from “start-up” to “operational” mode. As a businesswoman involved in commercial
real estate investing and management, with considerable non-profit experience and a deep
knowledge of Downeast Maine, she was more than qualified for the task. When asked about the
origins of her interest and involvement in community life, she instantly responds, “My mother,
Marion Fuller Brown.” While serving as a Republican representative in the Maine State
Legislature, Marion Brown worked to get bottle recycling legislation passed and billboards
banished from State roads. “Mother had me volunteering when I was still in elementary school
and I’ve pretty much kept at it ever since.”

“One day in October 2007, Marcia Sly invited me on a hike in the Wildlands,” she recalls.
“Afterwards I wrote to tell her how much I’d enjoyed our outing and how impressed I’d been by
what I’d seen.” And before she knew it, she found herself on the GPMCT board and, in the worst
recession since the Great Depression, the Trust’s treasurer and investment manager.

“I saw the preservation of the Trust’s property for the enjoyment and edification of future
generations as a tremendous challenge, requiring great concentration, effort and flexibility,” she
says, eyes flashing. During her six years as treasurer prior to becoming Trust president, Emily
restructured a accounting system, instituted professional investment management of
endowment funds, worked closely with donors and had major input in the 2011-2014
campaign that raised funds to purchase Great Pond Mountain’s summit. During her
presidency (2015-2018) she was at the side of her replacement, Mike Bouthot, and she
finished up her term by heading a campaign, marking the Trust’s twenty-fifth anniversary,
that raised more than $60,000.

On handing over the presidency to Chris Johnson on December 31, 2018, Emily resumed
the treasurer position.
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Cheri Domina and Emily making bird boxes

*****************************

CARING FOR THE WILDLANDS

At the 2009 annual meeting the Trust inaugurated its Volunteer of the Year Award.The first
recipient was Bob Mushrall. Born in Bucksport in 1933, Bob spent his working life—aside
from military service—in the Bucksport paper mill. After retiring in 1989, he lived with his
second wife, Marsha, in the house he’d built with his first wife, Annette, in Peaceful Valley
on the western shore of the Dead River. He continued to monitor the fish ladders to Toddy
Pond and Alamoosook Lake, worry about the state of the Orland dam as it passed from one
corporate mill owner to another, and invite his friends to his famous August bean hole bean
suppers. In 2005 he became the Wildlands’ first ranger. Thereafter, whenever the property
was open to vehicular traffic dawn-to-dusk on summer and fall weekends, he’d spend
countless hours greeting visitors, opening and closing the gates, patrolling gravel and
woods roads, doing his best to enforce regulations, registering hunters and, as Cheri
Domina noted, “protecting these 4,300 acres as if they were his own.” He live-trapped
porcupines out of collapsing huts, chased down runaway horses, rescued hikers lost on the
upper slopes of Oak Hill long after sunset, and enthralled visitors with stories of hunting,
trapping and fishing in the Wildands before they became the Wildlands.
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Bob Mushrall in his “Ranger Rover” with Holly, Eric and Alex Taylor-Lash

******************************************

ROGER GREENE, FORESTER

After his initial training as a forester, for several years Roger Greene managed a 500,000
acre paper company forest in northern Maine; and then he took a Master’s degree in
forestry that gave him a taste for complex technology. Armed with a wide range of high-tech
skills, he joined a consulting firm at which he designed management plans for forests in
Pennsylvania and Washington State as well as Maine, and supervised their implementation.
He retired to the Bucksport area with his wife, Carol, (who was raised there) and, in 2011,
succeeded Jake Maier as GPMCT’s consulting forester. Each month, in addition to the time
he was paid for, he would spend untold unpaid hours in the Wildlands’ recovering forest.

ROGER’S RANGERS

“We have to make sure our boundaries are in place and visible,” Roger Greene announced
shortly after he joined the Trust. “If they’re well marked, hikers, hunters, trail builders and
loggers on both sides of the line will note where they are and respect them.”
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Jack MacBrayne, Katie Greenman and Roger Green on lunch break

The Wildlands Management Plan of 2006 had called for finding and marking two miles of
boundary (out of 20+ miles total) each year; but by the time Roger joined the Trust, only a
few dozen boundary markers had been found. Meanwhile the paint on old blazes was
fading fast. On alternate Fridays throughout the summer and fall of 2011, and many
subsequent summers and falls, Roger’s Rangers—a team of eight or so volunteers—met at
8 am at the south gate armed with loppers, hand saws, axes, brushes and a can of paint.
After heading cross-country to the GPS point Roger had identified, they’d lop and saw and
mark a meter-wide strip along the boundary, through dense forest and wetlands and up
and down mountain slopes: By Thanksgiving 2019, scarlet blazes marked 14 of the 20+
miles of boundary.

*****************
FORESTRY 101

Roger’s two objectives in the forestry course he offered gratis to twelve people aged 17 through
70 in July 2012 were to 1. Educate members and friends of the Trust about strategies for
rehabilitating forests in an early stage of recovery; 2. Recruit volunteers to help with the
Wildlands’ forest rehabilitation process. Mornings were spent in the air conditioned conference
room of the Craig Brook Fish Hatchery, where Roger filled students’ ears and large sheets of
paper with complex concepts. On hot humid afternoons, we’d push through dense stands of
beech saplings and stumble down overgrown skidder trails to view the effects of decades of poor
logging practices on the forest --- and hear about Roger’s management plans. He explained that,
provided they were carefully followed, our forest could be ‘turned around’ in 40 to 60 years,
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thereby earning a far more respectable income for the Trust than it could if left alone. He stressed
that achieving this goal would require a major labor investment, “some supplied by dedicated
volunteers like you!”

Roger with his students, Paige and Karen Cote and Rufus Wanning

*************************************

CHANGEOVER I

If David Gross had been of two minds about taking on the presidency in 2006, in 2011 he
was almost as conflicted about leaving it.

“On the one hand,” he reflects, “I know I’ll be relieved to be free of the responsibilities
involved, but on the other I’m really sad. After being so closely involved with the Wildlands
right from its birth in 2005, when I became vice-president, and throughout its life thus far, I
feel it’s become a part of who I am, a reflection of what I love above all else – the natural
world and being out enjoying it. Rather than just obsessing about the Wildlands as I have
for the past six years, I’d love to get out there more often. But,” he adds with a wistful smile,
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“enjoying the place may have to wait until Stephanie and I both retire from teaching, and we
can spend more time at camp on Hancock Pond.”

David Gross with Congressman Mike Michaud, Orland River Day

During David’s six years at the helm GPMCT had developed Once the loan to purchase the
Wildlands had been paid off, the focus shifted to stewarding the property and recruiting
volunteers. By 2011 when David passed the baton to Vice-President George Schelling, an
attorney and Orland resident, the Trust had an annual budget of $250,000 and had
embarked upon the three-year process of earning accreditation from the national Land
Trust Alliance.

*************************************

GEORGE SCHELLING, VICE-PRESIDENT, PRESIDENT

An attorney with strong family ties to Maine, George was a longtime resident of Leaches
Point in Orland and, as a member of the Orland Planning Board, had had dealings with the
Diamond Match Company when they owned Hothole Valley. In this way, he tells Sarah
LeVine, “I was aware that Hothole Pond met the criteria for a ‘body of water deserving most
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protected status’. Yet I never knew Stuart Gross and I was only vaguely aware of community
efforts to purchase Great Pond Mountain and surrounding acreage. In fact, other than
climbing the mountain many times and making a contribution towards the Wildlands
campaign, I wasn’t involved with GPMCT.”

George Schelling at home in Orland

But then in 2007, Ted Van Leer asked if he would consider joining the board. “I thought, If I
say ‘yes’, I could help ensure that the Wildlands, with its mountains, forests, meadows, trout
streams, abundant plant and wildlife—as well as its toe-hold on Hothole Pond, endures. So,
I told Ted, yes.”

************************************

CHANGEOVER II

Shortly after retiring from his law firm, George became vice president of GPMCT and in July
2011, he succeeded David Gross as president. But within months he’d come down with a
debilitating case of Lyme disease and stepped back, whereupon Vice-President Sarah
LeVine became president. Unlike her predecessors, Sarah had no ancestral ties to Maine or
even to the United States. An anthropologist raised in England, she’d come to the United
States for graduate school. Retirement from the Harvard Graduate School of Education
allowed her and her husband, Bob LeVine to spend more time at their house on Toddy Pond
in Surry and, in Sarah’s case, in the Wildlands marking boundaries, cleaning up trails and
leading hikes, the longer the better. In partnership with Bonnie MacBrayne, she did a lot of
cooking for Trust events, but despite four years as board chair she never quite mastered
Robert Rules of Order.
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Sarah LeVine with Jennifer Riefler and Cheri Domina

*******************************

TO THE SUMMIT!

Board and membership were in unanimous agreement: Great Pond Mountain Conservation
Trust MUST acquire Great Pond Mountain’s granite ledges and its summit, thereby
connecting the Wildlands’ two separate properties and conserving the iconic “bald” in
perpetuity. There were two other problems, however. First, the Trust didn’t own the
trailhead of the Stuart Gross Trail that led from the Don Fish Road to the ledges; nor did it
own the land around the Dead River Gate. Access to both Great Pond Mountain and the
Dead River to its west was by easement, or simply, by tradition.

Luckily, the Trust was able to solve these problems by acquiring three key properties In
December 2011, GPMCT purchased 62 acres stretching from the Dead River Road gate up
the mountain’s western slopes to grassy openings, nicknamed the “Hay Ledges” that
overlooked Alamoosook Lake. And in 2012, GPMCT bought 113 acres that included Great
Pond Mountain’s summit, ledges and much of the Stuart Gross Trail, plus 14 acres at the
Stuart Gross Trailhead allowing the two Wildlands properties to meet at one corner for a
total of 4,500 acres!

Meanwhile the To The Summit Campaign committee, chaired by Sarah LeVine, had been
established and Alicia Nichols, a consultant, had been hired to help raise $750,000 to pay
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for and endow these three land purchases, provide funds for future acquisitions in our
watershed, complete a forest inventory and increase GPMCT’s capacity by adding to its
endowment.

Dead River/Great Pond Mountain meets Hothole Valley at last!

*************************************

UPWARD & ONWARD

Almost lost in the excitement of the To the Summit Campaign were some important events,
including GPMCT’s move to a home of its own at 155 Lower Main Street in Bucksport. After
working for close to twenty years out of a spare office in the Fish Hatchery (and holding
board meetings in the Hatchery conference room), the Trust took a lease on a blue
clapboard house. While the Hatchery conference room had added a certain solemnity to
meetings, these cozy new digs were much more GPMCT style.
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GPMCT Office: 155 Main Street, Bucksport, ME

***************************************

BRIAN KEEGSTRA, STEWARD

Printmaker and sculptor Brian Keegstra, GPMCT’s steward 2012-2016, was born in
Michigan where, as a child living on the shores of Lake Michigan, he fell in love with Nature
and developed a longing to have land of his own. After art school and time working as a
graphic designer in the Midwest, he decided he was done with cities and headed east,
eventually settling in Blue Hill, Maine, where he joined a construction company that built
summer houses and met Olga Lange, who is now his partner of close to forty years.
Together they bought land in Brooksville and designed their house, which Brian built. But
since Brian’s longing for land wasn’t yet satisfied, they bought a 40acre woodlot on the
Hatchery Road in Orland, which is how they first heard about GPMCT. “To our surprise, we
were asked to join the Board,” he told Sarah LeVine. “Of a landless land trust? Well, why
not? So, we said yes. Olga, who became art director of WoodenBoat, helped Cheri put out the
newsletter and served as VP for a number of years. And then one day Cheri called. ‘We’re
looking for a steward,’ she told me. ‘Can you think of anyone?’ ‘Yes,’ I said, ‘me!’”
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Jennifer Riefler and Brian Keegstra in intense debate

********************************

ACCREDITATION

In the fall of 2013, Cheri submitted GPMCT’s application to the Land Trust Accreditation
Commission. She noted that preparation for accreditation had been a three-year process;
yet exhausting as this marathon was, it had matured the organization, readying it to
steward its properties and serve the surrounding community far into the future. At this
point communities throughout the US ha d come together to form more than 1,700 land
trusts to save places they loved; of them, 280 were accredited. The following year we
learned that 25 additional trusts, including GPMCT, had been accredited, namely, they’d
“met national standards of excellence, upheld public trust and ensured that their
conservation efforts were permanent.”

********************

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

How might (the now fully accredited) GPMCT best spend its time and resources?

The Trust hired Janet McMahon, a consulting ecologist, to carry out a conservation planning
study of our four towns, an area totaling 30,000 acres. In the report she delivered in 2013,
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Janet identified six focus areas that the Trust should prioritize for conservation; they
included the largest remaining undeveloped areas, best wildlife habitat and most important
recreational locations in the four towns.

Karen Balas-Cote, long-time resident of Orland and GPMCT volunteer, was hired as
quarter-time development coordinator, committee member and minute taker. From then
on, two mornings a week Karen and her very small dog, Dewey, made the office a lively,
welcoming place.

The Kimball Family, Emily Hawkins & Cheri Domina, 2018

In 2015, the Kimball family donated a 65acre property along unpaved Long Pond Road in
Bucksport to the Trust. Consisting of forest, wetlands and a blueberry field it was renamed
“Old Chapman Farm” after the family who originally settled it. With the help of summer
intern Joe Ranzoni, who turned a woods road into a hiking trail, the Trust found an organic
farmer to manage the blueberry field and purchased additional land on the other side of
Upper Long Pond Road for parking.

********************************

CHILDREN IN THE WILDLANDS

Many of us read Last Child in the Woods in which author Richard Louv bewails the
attachment to devices of twenty-first century children and their lack of interest in—even
fear of—the outdoors. How could we get children back in the woods? Paul Liebow was the
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mastermind behind our “children’s gardens.” He looked at designs in England and Germany
as well as the US, drew up plans and persuaded others to help realize them. Aware that
many first graders were already device-addicted, he started with the even younger set.
Within a cluster of poplar trees a short walk from the south gate he oversaw the making of
our first garden with boulders for preschoolers and kindergarteners to clamber over,
winding paths to investigate, a balance bar to walk, arms outstretched, and a sandbox to
play in.

A creative pre-schooler in the Popple Grove

For the next age group (6 through 8), Paul had his eye on Cascade Brook as it flowed down
the lower slopes of Flag Hill into Hothole Valley. Saplings were felled, bushes were cut back,
and a spot was cleared from which parents could watch their children explore the stream.
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For the third age group (9 through 11), Paul made a trail through beech woods to a cliff
edge high above a beaver pond with a view of Waldo Mountain rising from undulating
forests on the far side of the Penobscot River. One morning a large, gray creature that
looked a bit like a wolf and a bit like a coyote dashed by. Knowing that eastern coyotes and
northern wolves had been interbreeding for at least a century, Paul realized the creature
was a hybrid. So, the third children’s garden was named Coywolf Path.

**********************************

Boy and Girls Scout troops made regular use of the Wildlands. In addition to camping
there, they “adopted” some of the more heavily used hiking paths, providing them with
regular seasonal care and maintenance. And individual scouts chose to do their Eagle or
Gold Scout Award projects in the Wildlands.

Paige Cote researched designs, collected materials and, with a team of volunteers, built a
magnificent lean-to at Baker Brook campsite. A couple of years later, her brother, Logan
constructed bog-bridging across wetlands on the Birding Path. Eric Taylor-Lash made and
installed a dozen rustic benches on the Valley, Mountain View and Dead River Roads.

Volunteers building Paige Cote’s magnificent lean-to

***********************
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COMMUNITY CONSERVATION

Meanwhile, land trusts were changing. The new “Community Conservation” movement,
urged land trusts to look at the intersection of community needs and conservation needs
and find ways to serve both. Since its opening in 1930, the Bucksport paper mill had been
the town’s focus and largest employer; but in 2014 it was sold and Bucksport was
compelled to imagine a future very different from its past.

In 2016, Cheri and board members conducted nearly 30 interviews with community
leaders in our four towns. Discovering that local teachers were struggling to find time and
resources to teach environmental education, GPMCT set about tackling the problem. First
off, we collaborated with Maine Audubon to bring a Project WILD workshop to RSU 25, our
local school district. Project WILD helps teachers develop a K-12 curriculum and activity
guide for environmental education in both classroom and outdoors. Meanwhile, teachers at
Miles Lane School began working with Cheri and Stewardship chair Jennifer Riefler to
develop the area surrounding a nearby vernal pool for ease of use by teachers and students.
Cheri secured a grant and in spring 2017 volunteers built a trail with bog bridging across
swampy land out to the pool; they also designed viewing platforms at the pool itself.
Successful programs involving collaboration with DEP scientists and local educators,
followed.

Explore Outdoors’ Five Peaks summer program
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That same year, funding from a generous donor allowed GPMCT to join forces with
Downeast Audubon and Blue Hill Heritage Trust to jointly hire Julianne Taylor of Bar
Harbor as Education Coordinator for a new venture called Explore Outdoors! That summer,
in addition to her projects with the other two organizations, Julianne ran a “Five Peaks”
program for

GPMCT in collaboration with Bucksport YMCA. Bucksport middle-schoolers, accompanied
by volunteers and staff, hiked all five peaks in the Wildlands, investigated caves and glacial
erratics and learned to read the local landscape. For fall, Julianne planned outdoor
classroom experiences with Bucksport teachers, nature-based activities for the YMCA ‘s
after school program, and a letter-boxing and geocaching program in the Wildlands.

************************************

MOUNTAIN BIKING

In 2017, Craig MacDonald, PR-NEMBA president, taught representatives from several land
trusts the basics of building sustainable single track trails. The workshop led to the
construction (by a PR-NEMBA volunteer crew) of a quarter-mile children’s bike trail in the
woods near the Popple Grove; this was followed by the completion, with more than $20,000
in PR-NEMBA funding, of the first first section of a planned 3.6 mile bike trail loop, the
“Capstone” Trail, which zig-zagged from the Hay Ledges down the western slope of the
mountain to the Dead River Road. In addition to hikers, prior to Capstone’s construction,
the Wildlands had been used by runners, birders and some riders but not that many bikers.
It was hoped that Capstone would bring more young people into the Wildlands.

**************************

CHANGING THE GUARD

Cheri Domina, GPMCT’s life blood since its inception, retired in the winter of 2017-2018.
Soon after, Emily Hawkins, GPMCT’s backbone, announced she’d be stepping down as
president at the end of 2018. Then in summer 2019, Shawn Mercer, who had succeeded
Brian Keegstra as steward, headed for a business opportunity down the coast and Julianne
Taylor left us for a whale watching company in Bar Harbor. The Board had been preparing
for “succession,” but not for four departures in less than two years!

Because many people pitched in, changing the guard went surprisingly smoothly. Though
Cheri officially retired in January 2018, she was available to her successor, Landon Fake,
until her departure for New Hampshire in August of that year. Emily had been keeping a
keen eye out for leadership potential and well before announcing her retirement, she’d
persuaded Christopher Johnson to become co-VP with Sarah LeVine. Shortly before her
departure, Chris agreed to step up to president. Jennifer Riefler watched over the Wildlands
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through the fall and winter months after Shawn Mercer’s departure; and once his successor,
Malcolm Richardson, was on board, she was there to help him learn the ropes. In the face of
the COVID-19 lockdown beginning in March 2020, the Trust canceled all outreach
programs, including Explore Outdoors! This meant that Julianne’s replacement, Emily
Carvalho, could longer have contact with children; after several months helping other staff
members with their projects, she resigned.

********************************

THE NEW QUARTET

Landon Fake, GPMCT’s first full-time ED, came on board in May 2018; Chris Johnson
succeeded Emily Hawkins as president January 1, 2019; and Malcolm Richardson became
steward in March 2020. Lastly, when Karen Balas-Cote followed her husband, Maine
Maritime Academy professor, Mark Cote into retirement, her successor, Liz Leuthner, was
tasked with communications as well as donor relations.

1. LANDON FAKE: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Landon Fake & Emily Hawkins, 2019

During its twenty-five year existence, GPMCT had evolved from a pipe-dream into a
complex organization with 4,500+ acres in Orland and Bucksport, several conservation
easements, a 4-person part-time staff, consultants and a multi-faceted program. In
succeeding Cheri, Landon, who, while he’d spent most of his life in northern New England,
was new to our area, was taking on a lot; however, the Board was confident that, with
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decades of experience in the outdoors and with non-profits, including 27 years with
Outward Bound in western Maine, he was the right fit.

**********************************

2. CHRIS JOHNSON: PRESIDENT

Chris Johnson has lived in Bucksport all his life. “In high school,” he recalls, “I thought, once
I’m grown, I’ll be out of Bucksport, out of Maine and off into the great wide world. But by
the time I graduated from UMO in the early 1970s, the great wide world was starting to
seep into my part of Maine, so I stayed.”

Chris Johnson in the Wildlands
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After four years with a regional newspaper and a stretch with Channel 5 TV in Bangor, he
moved on to Eastern Maine Medical Center, where he met his biologist wife, Karen.
Together they had their daughter, Valerie, and their son, Andrew, whom they raised in
Bucksport.

“By the time I retired from EMMC in 2012, Bucksport had undergone profound change,”
Chris tells Sarah LeVine. “Following the Internet revolution, the paper market shrank, and
the Paper Mill wound down until, in 2014 it was sold to AIM, a Canadian scrap metal
company. The number one employer in northwest Hancock County since 1930 was gone,
leaving Bucksport to find a new direction.”

Chris became deeply involved in Bucksport’s regeneration process that led to formulating a
comprehensive plan and establishing a committee to put it into effect. In the meantime,
Chris had joined the Board of GPMCT and soon became VP, whereupon he announced his
mission: 1. To digitize all GPMCT’s documents and records for storage on the Trust’s server;
2. To coach (often terror-stricken) board members and staff how to use the server. Then he
settled into the self-assigned roles of archivist and teacher which, after stepping up to
president and board chair in 2018, he continued to fulfill with admirable patience and good
humor.

*************************************

3. MALCOLM RICHARDSON, STEWARD

“Growing up, I moved at least 30 times,” Malcolm told Sarah LeVine in the spring of 2020.
“I’ve lived in 12 states plus Ontario and Maine’s the best of them all.”

Right out of the University of Vermont in Burlington where he’d earned degrees in both
Economics and Forestry, he worked with Vermont Parks and Recreation, which he enjoyed
but he resented working hard without benefits. “I looked for a job in forest management,
but the only ones available were with the government, and my time with Parks and
Recreation had soured me on government work.” For much of the next three years, as a
member of a crew salvaging shipwrecks and building docks from Freeport up to Eastport,
he lived on a barge out on the Atlantic. When on shore, he fixed cars and machinery, did
farm and carpentry work and landscaping. By the time he turned 27, he’d saved enough for
the down payment on a 480ft. square house on 3 acres in Brooklyn not far from Blue Hill,
where he’d spent childhood summers.

To maintain his new lifestyle, finding more local work was essential. He started his own
landscaping outfit but was always thinking about forests. With a grin he says, “Then I heard
about this GPMCT job through neighbors, I applied for it and at last I’m around trees… One
of these days I’ll get my forester’s license so when Roger Greene retires I’ll be ready to step
up.”
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Malcolm with one of his 6 personally rehabilitated vehicles

*******************************

4. LIZ LEUTHNER, COMMUNICATIONS AND DONOR RELATIONS

Liz Leuthner

Student of photography and landscape architecture, college teacher of interior design, and
certified Iyengar Yoga teacher, Liz recently moved to Deer Isle, Maine, where, to our great
good fortune, Emily Hawkins spotted her and brought her on board. In addition to deep
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experience in nonprofit administration and an unflappable personality, she brings a wealth
of expertise in management systems and social media.

In 2021, Carol Bennatti of North Orland, a naturalist who had been deeply involved with the
trust in its earliest days, rejoined the board; Carl Derian, a longtime summer resident of
Alamoosook, succeeded Chris Johnson as President; Jack MacBrayne of Orland became
Vice-President and Kurt Silberstein of Toddy Pond succeeded BJ Harris as Secretary.

********************

GPMCT & COVID-19

In March 2020, Emily Hawkins applied to two government programs that would offer some
financial security for the next several years as the Trust worked its way through the
pandemic and its aftermath. Meanwhile, our Main Street office, formerly a hive of activity,
was deserted following staff, board and committee members’ retreat to their homes. For the
next eighteen months, meetings were all on Zoom. Only work parties out in the Wildlands
brought us face-to-face. With one exception: Because our by-laws required an annual
meeting, one hot Sunday morning in July, a few dozen Trust members gathered, masked and
socially distanced, on a rise off the Valley Road. Following introductions and some brief
reports, a couple of votes were taken; then, 25 minutes after Landon’s opening remarks, the
meeting was adjourned. No mingling to speak of; no refreshments served.

Nevertheless, eager to get outdoors, hikers and bikers were appearing in the Wildlands in
droves. Signs in parking areas asked visitors to wear masks and socially distance and most
visitors, including young children, complied.

While in recent summers drought conditions had been widespread, to date New England
had been spared the forest fires afflicting the Far West. However, after unprecedented
heavy rainstorms badly eroded several hiking trails in the Wildlands and caused culvert
blockages and serious erosion on gravel roads in the fall and winter of 2019-2020, the
reality of climate change could no longer be denied.

Volunteers were usually able to repair hiking trails but damaged gravel roads presented
bigger, costlier challenges. Within weeks of joining our staff, steward Malcolm Richardson
rented an excavator and set about dealing with blocked culverts and one particular Grand
Canyon-like hillside chasm. But as one month’s rent was all our budget could absorb, the
excavator was returned leaving several stretches of the Valley Road and a couple of bridges
in urgent need of repair. Because this necessitated closing Hothole Valley to vehicular
traffic, most visitors headed for the more easily accessible trails in the Dead River / Great
Pond Mountain section. As a result, use of trails on Great Pond Mountain broke all records
as hikers were joined by mountain bikers, for whom the Capstone Trail, whose first section
had been completed the previous summer, was the lure. As planned, a second Capstone
section was rapidly constructed by biker volunteers. But since hikers strayed onto biking
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trails and bikers strayed onto hiking trails, problems soon arose. As some Trust members
wrote to the Board, to ensure everyone’s safety, shouldn’t hikers and bikers have their own
“dedicated” trails? And as other members pointed out, that would require building even
more trails on the mountain’s already congested western slope. Following a Zoom session
in which both hikers and bikers voiced their concerns, the board appointed an ad hoc
Trails subcommittee which came up with solutions for trail use in the Dead River/Great
Pond section during summer and fall 2021. A long-term comprehensive plan for use of all
current and future hiking and biking trails in the entire Wildlands is to follow.

*****************************

Secretary Kurt Silberstein, VP Jack MacBrayne & President Carl Derian
Cruising the Dead River on a damp summer morning.

********************************
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From Great Pond Mountain to Craig Pond, Toddy Pond &  Blue Hill in winter

*************************************


